NEWSLETTER TWO
Good Mourning
How’s it going? By the way, Happy New Year! Hopefully you didn’t experience anything close to a major
catastrophe over the course of the recent Christmas Bank Holiday period.
Anyway, welcome to the second SEVENCHURCH Newsletter keeping you up-to-date with forthcoming
events and wot-not. Incidentally, it seems that many of you rather enjoyed the humourous tone used in the
introductions to old Madamadam Newsletters because the postbag has been full of letters urging me continue
with this approach. So, try this for size.
A religious nut-case walks into the Vatican (Rome) completely naked with two burning tyres around his neck!
The flabbergasted duty sergeant of the Church Police immediately runs over to him and says;
“My man, take off one of those tyres. Never, mix cross-ply with radials.”
Thank you. Anyway, unfortunately the multi-page format promised in the last dispatch will have to be held
over until next time because as it happens I have a rather important piece of news for you.
Yesterday we were informed that TOMMY VANCE is going to play our demo on his BBC RADIO ONE
“Friday Rock Show”, this coming FRIDAY 14th FEBRUARY. Yes indeed St Valentines Day! Now, I’m not sure
how many of you are acquainted with the layout of the Friday Rock Show but the deal is that our tape will be
entered into the weekly “Rock War” competition along with tapes from two other up-and-coming UK bands.
During the course of the show each band’s music is played and listeners are then asked to telephone vote for
their favourite act. The winner will then go forward to the monthly final and compete for the star prize of a
BBC RADIO ONE session at their legendary Maida Vale studio!
So, could you do us all a great favour and tune-in to this weeks Friday Rock Show (14th Feb. 10pm-12
midnight) and telephone vote for SEVENCHURCH at the designated spot. Please can you also ask all your
younger sisters and their friends to do the same. Thank you.
The second piece of important news I have for you is that we are live in concert at the Jericho Tavern Oxford
on Friday 21st February (exactly one week after the Radio exposure) where we will be appearing with
DAMAGE. Our stage time for this show is 9pm. It goes without saying that our “Nefarious” demo tape which
is causing all the commotion will be available for £2.50 on the night. We all look forward to seeing you there.
Yours for a Radio One session,

SEVENCHURCH
PS. If you would like to be put on the SEVENCHURCH mailing list please write your name and address on a
piece of parchment and send it together with 4 second class stamps to: SEVENCHURCH, 83 Hurst Rise Road,
Botley, Oxford. OX2 9HF. This will guarantee that you and your younger sisters receive the next four issues
+ a set of stickers, a band photograph and possibly a half eaten packet of Golden Wonder chicken crisps.
Thank you.
PPS. Have you seen the February issue of Curfew? It features a photograph and review of our last Tavern show.
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